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Dear parents,
Summer vacations for the children are synonymous with fun , frolic ,
playing for longer hours, picnics, exploring new places, waking &
sleeping late.
Children are quick enough to get into a holiday mood and equally
quick to forget what they have learnt in school and that is why
we have planned some activities to keep the little ones occupied
and channelize their energies as well as enhance their learning
abilities. Kindly ensure that the holiday fun activities are
completed by the student under your guidance .
1. Developing fine motor skills - encourage your child to sort grains
, roll chapattis ,squeeze sponge, put pegs on the rim of a glass ,
scribble with chalk or crayon. Draw circles, ball , balloon , sun etc.
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2)Cognitive and Motor Development a) Read stories to your ward repeatedly as repetition of the same stories
is not only enjoyed by the children but it helps them to memorize it too.
You could also encourage your ward to narrate the stories in the correct
sequence . Thus developing their thought process.
b) Tearing waste old news papers into tiny little pieces.
c) Scribbling with crayon on waste sheets of paper.
d) Forming fanciful figures from kneaded flour.
e ) Set aside a regular time everyday to read to your child.
f) As far as possible try to converse with your child in English using
simple sentences and encourage him / her to speak in English too.
3) Development of precision & accuracy - Let the child follow a
pattern using a pencil by joining dots, or stringing beads , encourage
colouring the pictures of news paper or the ones drawn by you .
4) To enhance memory & reasoning – encourage your child to recollect
all the day’s happening in a sequence as this would increase his/her
memory skills.
5) Cultivate manners - Do not forget to inculcate the use of four golden
words Please ,thank you ,sorry & excuse me. To put things back in their
proper place ,and how to eat with a spoon .

Summer vacation commences from Sat.11th May 2019 till Fri.21st June,2019.
 School re-opens on Mon. 24th June 2019. Timing 8.30 am to 11.30 am.
 Tue. 25th June. Timing 8.30 am to 12.45 p.m.

